Firehouse Engine 17
again has two apparatus bays that replicate
the originals. Iron
hinges and door
hardware were reproduced from similar,
intact firehouses.
Cream-color brick
provides interest.

The Rescue of Portland’s
IN WHAT BECAME THE PROJECT OF
A LIFETIME, THE REHABILITATION
OF A 1912 FIREHOUSE IS ADAPTIVE REUSE WITH HEART AND SOUL. DECOMMISSIONED IN 1968,
ALLOWED TO DETERIORATE AND LATER REMODELED, THE OLD FIREHOUSE HAD BEEN BUILT
DURING THE DAYS OF HORSE-DRAWN ENGINES. THE PROJECT WAS SPEARHEADED BY
RESTORATION CONSULTANT KARLA PEARLSTEIN, IN PORTLAND, OREGON. SHE NOW CALLS
THE FIREHOUSE HOME. BY DONNA PIZ Z I / PHOTOGRAPH S BY BLAC K STON E ED GE STU DI O S
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The original staircase was buried beneath a residential version built in 1984. The black iron risers are original; treads are new.
New beadboard walls flank the staircase, joining intact tiled wainscot in the apparatus-bay walls.
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Original fir
wainscoting
found in the firefighters’
Day Room was replicated
for the former bunkroom,
now a cozy living space.
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Owner Karla Pearlstein moved away from her initial plan to use only Arts & Crafts furniture, adding more playful “Buckaroo” Monterey furniture
of the 1930s. Found at Revival Antiques in Pasadena, furniture features scalloped edges, metal straps, and whimsical paintings.

I

t took a devoted
team to rehabilitate and restore Portland’s
Firehouse 17. Previously remodeled as a residence in the 1980s, the building had been
stripped of much original material, and
other elements covered over. A few years
ago, it was slated to become four separate
units, which would further degrade its history. Karla Pearlstein, a serial restorer and
preservation consultant, stepped up, albeit
with some reluctance. She was buoyed by
collaborator Matthew Roman, a designer,
who calls this restoration “one of the preeminent projects of my career.” Roman
recruited Patrick O’Neill, of Greenline Fine
Woodworking, to be general contractor. The
project ultimately would win the DeMuro
Award for Excellence in Preservation, Reuse, and Community Revitalization.
Firehouse Engine Company 17 was
designed by then-Battalion Chief Lee Gray
Holden, designer of 24 Portland firehouses
and Fire Bureau Chief from 1923 to 1927.
Built in 1912, this one featured dual bays

above Refurbished fire poles are protected by a gate and Plexiglass
to protect the cats. The heron lamp is from Allen’s Antique Lighting.
below The original firefighters’ Day Room features a ca. 1880s,
carved plaster of Paris mantelpiece, depicting hunter trappers
meeting Native Americans. The pine-motif surround is a commissioned mosaic by Theodore Ellison. bottom New doors feature David
Schlicker stained glass and vintage British painted birds on glass.
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Using vintage machines,
Monitor Millwork re-created
the double-hung windows
throughout the firehouse. Box
beams feared to be particleboard were discovered to be fir
after the paint was stripped.
Walls and ceiling are of unpainted, tinted plaster.
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FLOORCLOTHS as practical art
It was this restoration that gave birth to Ariel Grace
Design, the custom floorcloth company that offers
Late Victorian and Arts & Crafts patterns.
Homeowner/designer Karla Pearlstein is
co-owner with floorcloth designer and
artist Gwen Jones. Jones had long
been attracted to the iconic British designer Christopher Dresser
through his 1875 book Studies in

Design. She shared it with Pearlstein and “Karla
had the excellent idea to use Dresser’s patterns to
connect the overall aesthetic through floorcloths.”
“Floorcloths are nice underfoot,” Pearlstein
adds; “they are long-lasting and so much cleaner
than carpets.”
These are not modern-day printed plastic. Ariel
Grace Design uses high-quality cotton duck and a
traditional process with multiple finish coats.
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to accommodate a horse-drawn steam
pumper and ladder truck. Five horses
were stabled on the ground floor, and six
to eight firemen slept in the second-floor
bunkroom. The firehouse was motorized
in the 1920s, decommissioned by 1968;
used only as a storage warehouse, it fell
into disrepair. In 1984, the previous owner
adapted it for a private residence. Meeting
code requirements proved more important than aesthetics. He enclosed the
staircase, demolished the recessed bay,
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and removed original windows. Modern
“parquet floors” were installed over the
original fir. Oddly inappropriate Palladian windows and contemporary stair rails
were added. Pearlstein would discover fir
wainscoting obscured when a handball
court was added in the Day Room.
Pearlstein praises the previous owner
for daring to take on a building that had
gone to rack and ruin. “But his answer
was to strip it. The approach became
‘Colonial Revival Meets Victoriana’.”

Pearlstein’s team discovered the firehouse had cracked down the middle, as its
foundation was built on fill from excavation in 1912. Matthew Roman had a 42"
hole cut in the foundation to allow a small
rig to remove the poor soil conditions and
build a tunnel between a new basement
and the old one. Steel pilings prevent seismic movement. An elevator now travels
from the basement to the main floor and
to a staircase that rises to a roof deck.
Donovan Harding of Monitor Millwork

left VIntage and salvaged parts are part of the period-design
kitchen. above Finding it hard to come by ceramic tile without
the modern pillowed edge, the designers used marble tile
from Home Depot; it was also cost-effective. right (top) The
previous owner had gutted and drywalled this area for a
laundry. The new pantry is a meticulous evocation of 1912
cabinet design. (below) A new floor-to-ceiling bank of cabinets includes a pass-through to the dining room. bottom This
1917 Vulcan stove came with its original hood. (Kate Winslet
cooked on it in HBO’s “Mildred Pierce” biopic series.)

AUTHENTIC DESIGN
The antique pewter sink came
from the owner’s collection of
salvage. The refrigerator is clad
in a faux front of ammoniafumed oak, with vintage hardware. Cabinets are flat-sawn
fir with Florentineglass inserts.
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left Mimi Near, who studied mosaics in Ravenna, Italy, created the epic mosaic tableau in Pearlstein’s bath. Using the
motif of Mount Hood and its lakes, rivers, and wildlife, she
hand-cut each piece of glass mosaic. Walter Parker supplied
the ca. 1900–15 cage shower and vintage green porcelain
toilet. above More 1880s British, salvaged painted glass from
Trevor Winn of Easyboo.com in West Yorkshire. below The
stunning, U-shaped floorcloth is in Dresser’s “StarFlower”
design, in the original colorway of Cottage Red and Black.

MOSAIC ART
Italian-trained glass artist
Mimi Near created a bathroom
mosaic featuring native Oregon
motifs. This last project in the
rehab, reserved for the owner’s
private space, became its
piece de resistance.
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There’s a story
behind every piece, salvaged
or new. In the bath, cut glass
rescued from a demolition site
is a work of art that would have
required technical skill and finesse.
has three contemporaneous machines—
an 1898 chain mortiser, plus a ca. 1900
sash sticker and a single-end tenoner—
which enabled him to replicate windows
from a single intact original. “Finish carpentry, vintage plumbing traps ... staying
historic was crucial,” O’Neill says. “We
researched and consulted rather than
make things up.” To comply with residential codes, the 1980s owner had buried
the original staircase beneath a new one.
But, by installing NFPA 13 sprinklers and
adding a back stair, this team was able
to restore the original staircase and still
meet code requirements.

above The mosaic wraps around the
curved sink cabinet. inset Bret Hodgert
of Old Portland Hardware rescued the cut
glass: “The artisan would’ve had to hoist it
on pulleys and reposition it onto the wheel to
cut the intricate work.” below This floorcloth
was inspired by an 1889 wallpaper catalog ceiling
pattern. Arts & Crafts furnishings are re-issues.

“the kitchen is where the firehouse
showers and locker rooms used to be,
so there’s not much storage,” says Karla
Pearlstein. “We created a pantry area that
keeps the main kitchen uncluttered.”
Replicating that wainscoting found in
the Day Room, Pearlstein transformed
the former bunkroom into a cozy space
replete with 1930s “Buckaroo” Monterey
furniture and restored fire poles. Flooring was taken back to the original fir, and
durable custom floorcloths were made
to disguise imperfections while adding
an Aesthetic Movement design note and
anchoring the palette.
In her work, Karla Pearlstein has collected architectural antiques; most find a
home with clients. For decades, she’d been
storing an 1880s mantelpiece, made of
carved plaster of Paris, which she bought
at a Midwest auction. Now with a glass
mosaic by Theodore Ellison, it is the focal
point of the former Day Room.

FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 87.
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